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Public Comment was heard in the first hour. These were the remaining People signed up to speak on April 19,
2017. Students stood at the back of the room politely holding signs with messages such as “Let us Learn. Let them
Teach” and “Administrators Must be Nuts. We demand Equal Cuts” “Administrators Make Way to Much. BOE is
out of Touch”
Early Childhood Education testimony: Business Owners stated; those in the field have to work very hard yet
their work is not recognized as a quality professional career. If the education cannot be achieved at Lane students
will have to travel further to get their education. This further devalues their career path. Business that contracts
with UO does not get resumes outside of Lane County. Another business owner stated they have 40 employees
and 1/3 of them are Lane graduates. She spoke about research showing the positive results of quality child care and
the negative results of not getting quality care. She also shared that the Government Requirements in the field are
gaining more and more regulations and she cannot find enough qualified employees to hire. There are not enough
teachers. The industry is already falling apart.
Oregon Student Association member spoke on behalf of the Career Center and the Multi-Cultural Center. This
student asked why manger numbers keep going up? And asked to cut unnecessary costs like, $20,000 for Board of
Education catered meals and wages for Management and Administrators.
Elizabeth Andrade suggested the Committee go back to the books and get a detailed analysis of expenses, in
particular expenses by managers. She stated we need worker bees not managers who spend time in conferences and
lectures.
Philosophy and Religion testimony: UO student claimed that many professions prefer students who minor in
Philosophy and Religion because within the courses students are given a clear view of right and wrong, respectful
empathy, and how to approach others to find common ground even while in disagreeing.
Jim Garcia stated the Board has been given a single story and asked them to be open to concealed stories.
Judy Gates advocated for the 2 Counseling positions and asked the Board to cut from the top not from the bottom.
Respiratory Program testimony: Lane student shared his personal story about his lungs collapsing. Then because
of that event he decided to go into that field. He stated that other programs are not interchangeable and the
readjustment to another discipline could cause students to hit their financial aid threshold before they graduate.

Budget Committee began at 5:30
Brian Kelly, Greg Holmes and Jennifer Steele shared parts of the Budget document and stated it has many parts
pulled from the draft Long Range Financial Plan being created by the Finance Council.
Brian Kelly shared the responses to the requests for information from the Budget Committee.
The Committee members asked clarifying questions and made more requests for information, such as:
They want to see the classified and faculty groups shown by FTE since 1985 as the managers were.
They want the percentage of Managers to Classified that they supervise.
They want to know when determining the program cuts was the criteria mostly quantitative but not societal?
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They asked where the other 3 facilities are located who have an Early Childhood Education program.
They asked if the Multi-Cultural Center change will create non participation for those groups? The Administration
stated the conversation has just started to ask other groups to step in to fill the gap.
They want information like the change in the square feet of the facilities available to them.
A statement was made about Management FTE and Classified elasticity; faculty is tracking closer to fluctuations in
enrollment, classified are not tracking with enrollment. Management could be elastic with classified, if classified
were reduced. There was recognition that classified personal numbers are tied to the physical plant.
Brian Kelly stated that in 2008 the college was 1 million square feet; today it is close to 1.4 million square feet.
It was noted that the breadth of what we do is greater than other colleges, such as our, Warming Center, Clothing
Stash, and Food Bank. Decisions have been made that increased classified such as always have at least 2 Public
Safety Officers on duty at all times and the International Program added classified staff.
One budget committee member asked Brian to explain how we would save money by canceling programs that were
listed as a net profitable. He answered that the indirect costs would provide the savings. The documentation
presented to the budget committee only included direct costs.

